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This article explores ways in which a monastic community in northern Thailand, with whom I conducted ethnographic
field research between 2011 and 2014, constructed a sense of duty to their ascetic disciplines in relation to how they
thought their lay supporters expected them to approach their rules. Drawing on insights from the social sciences on how
group identities are created and maintained through performance, I focus particularly on lay-monastic relations to
understand how monks and novices in this context construct a monastic in-group by conforming to the expectations of the
lay community who support them. Rather than concentrating on how the monastic community engages the actual lay
community, though, I focus on how monastics orient their behavior towards an “imagined laity,” a lay community which
may not exist in reality but upon whom monastics project ideas of what they think laypeople expect out of them and how
laity may react to certain behaviors. This projection of expectations onto an imagined laity, I argue, is an important
mechanism by which the monastic community self-regulates its behavior and which shapes its understanding of their
monastic rules.
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In social psychology, self-schemas are mental models individuals have of themselves that they
derive from previous experiences and use to process new information pertinent to themselves.1 People
construct these models through both how they perceive themselves2 and how they think others perceive
them.3 As self-schemas are largely built through social interaction—drawing on what others say about a
person, how others act towards someone, or how a person imagines others think, speak, and act regarding
him or her—people often adjust their behavior in ways that promote a particular image of themselves.
Individuals may act in ways confirming what others think (or what they imagine others think of them) or
in ways that contradict these expectations. In so doing, people attempt to shape their self-image and how
they believe others in society see them. The evaluation of one’s self-concept—his or her sense of the
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degree to which one’s self-image aligns with a particular characteristic—can influence his or her sense of
belonging to a group4 and relationships with others.5
The maintenance of a particular self-concept and its consequences for a sense of belonging to a
group connects to the broader sociological phenomenon of what Erving Goffman called face-work,
maintaining appearances so as to project and foster for others a particular image of oneself.6 Beyond just
the social image of an individual person, though, face-work and the presentation of self is also about
maintaining the image of a group one belongs to. As Goffman noted:
[T]he performance serves mainly to express the characteristic of the task that is performed and not
the characteristic of the performer. Thus one finds that service personnel … enliven their manner
with movements which express proficiency and integrity, but, whatever this manner conveys about
them, often its major purpose is to establish a favorable definition of their service or product.7
The group whose favorable definition one is establishing may be a family, a profession, or a religious
community. What particular group membership is activated depends upon what group is most salient
within a given situation. As in the case of service personnel, clothing or some other physical marker
indicates one is a representative or part of the group, activating concerns about the group’s image. In the
dramaturgical approach Goffman took, individuals perform front stage to convey an image of themselves
and the communities to which they belong.
The Buddhist monastic community, the Sangha, similarly performs a part with laypeople as the
audience. The Sangha plays the role of moral and spiritual exemplars, encouraging laity to live well and
to support and practice the Dhamma. As Michael Carrithers noted in his discussion of the 5th-century
Theravāda Buddhist scholar Buddhaghosa’s Visuddhimagga, “The virtuous monk ‘gives pleasure and
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inspires trust,’ or, perhaps better, ‘inspires faith.’”8 Throughout the Bhikkhu-vibhaṅga—the section of
Pali canon that contains monks’ training rules—monks are reminded that their behavior should “bring
satisfaction to non-believers and cause the number of believers to increase.”9 Monastics ideally cultivate a
self-image to convey to the lay community a “favorable definition of their service.”10 Carrithers and other
scholars11 have often focused on monks and movements interested in reforming monastic behavior to
“inspire faith” among laity by returning to ideals gleaned from texts like the Pali canon. Less attention,
though, has been paid to how ordinary monks and novices practice and perform their presentation of
monasticism in everyday life.
In this article, I explore how face-work and the maintenance of a positive self-image influences
Buddhist monks’ and novices’ orientation to the Vinaya, the code of monastic discipline. Given selfimage and face-work are connected conceptually by their mutual dependence on a concern about what
others think, my main question is: How do beliefs about what an out-group (in this case, lay Buddhists)
thinks about an in-group (in this case, Buddhist monastics) impact monastics’ interpretation of and
engagement with Buddhist monastic law? This article looks at how monastics’ thinking about how
laypeople may perceive them shapes their behavior rather than focus on what particular texts like the
Vinaya—or its commentaries—dictate monastic behavior to be. I contend that monastics adjust their
behavior not only when they are “on stage”—in the presence of watching laypeople—but also “off stage,”
hanging out among themselves. My point is not to downplay the importance of other sources of influence
on monastic behavior such as texts. In writing about a contemporary monastic community in northern
Thailand, I highlight a source of influence that has not received as much attention: how thoughts about a
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layperson’s view of monastic rules can influence how monastics themselves interpret the nature and
function of these rules and adjust their actions accordingly.

Learning to Imagine Laity
Let me provide an example of this concern about laypeople’s perception of monastics’ behavior.
In the principal temple of Namsai district,12 in northern Thailand, Phra Mai,13 a 26-year-old monk who
had been ordained first as a novice nine years earlier, was charged with mentoring Pan, a 12-year-old
novice who had been ordained recently. One afternoon Phra Mai took Pan to one of the temple’s chanting
halls to train Pan on how he, as a novice, should bow to a Buddha statue, as well as how he should sit and
stand. For over an hour, he gently directed Pan in practicing all the steps of bowing properly.
Phra Mai demonstrated how to kneel as men in Thailand do rather than the way women kneel. As
Pan mimicked his movements, Phra Mai showed how to extend his arms out in front of his body with
elbows in front of his knees while he prostrated his body. Then he demonstrated how to stand from a
kneeling position, bringing his right foot up in front of him first, standing with his weight on his right
foot, and then bringing his left foot forward so it was even with his right foot. As Pan tried it himself, he
moved too quickly. The fast movement prompted Phra Mai to comment that Pan needed to stand from a
kneeling position so that “it will look natural but a natural that’s correct” (man cha du baep thammachat
tae wa thammachat thi thuktong).14
At the end of this bodily training, Phra Mai broached the subject of why it was necessary for Pan
to comport his body in a way that was both natural looking and correct. He explained:
If you’re a novice, sitting in front of laity, then you must care—[you] must think of the laity’s
feelings. Being a novice is called being a field of merit…. It means being a field of merit for laity.
You don’t have to do anything. Suppose some laypeople see us. They see us sitting calmly and
peacefully; they will be pleased and gain merit. They don’t have to do anything with us. That’s being
a field of merit.
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If a monastic sits nicely, then any layperson who passes by will see him and he or she will feel good and
calm. In much of Thailand, monks and Buddhist spaces such as temples play an important role in the
cultivation of calmness.15 Moreover, experiencing and acting with good feelings like this are ways
laypeople can make merit. According to Phra Mai, by looking neat and tidy in his bodily comportment,
Pan will help create good merit for laity and embody a “field of merit” (na bun) for the lay community.
Being a field of merit means accepting alms (than; Pali: dāna) from laypeople who are seeking to
do a good deed. Monastics receive food, robes, and other requisites—including money in some
contexts—from laity but do not reciprocate the giving of material goods.16 Such non-reciprocal giving is a
quintessential form of making merit to achieve a better rebirth as the Sangha is the unsurpassed field of
merit.17 The role of being a receptacle for laypeople’s generosity relates to monastics’ duty to “give
pleasure and inspire trust” discussed above. Monks’ and novices’ presence and acceptance of offerings at
merit-making ceremonies reinforces the idea that monastics are worthy of respect and are proper receivers
of alms.18 Performing this role of being a field of merit is paramount in the monastic role.19
Besides the importance of being a field of merit, there are many ways Phra Mai could have
framed the necessity for Pan to bow, sit, and stand in specific ways. He could have—as he had done in
other situations with novices I observed—explained that Pan needed to train his body in order to train his
mind. In such contexts, Phra Mai told novices he wanted them to pay closer attention to their actions so
they could “know themselves” (ru tua) better, and knowing themselves better would lead to insights into
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Buddhist teachings about the self. In this interaction with Pan, though, he did not emphasize this function
of training the body. Nor did Phra Mai suggest that by working on his bodily comportment Pan might
gain direct experience into the three characteristics of reality: impermanence, non-self, and
unsatisfactoriness. Phra Mai also did not use this training to get Pan to think about the Sekhiya rules, the
75 training rules of the Vinaya on how monastics should move and eat neatly. The Sekhiya rules “train
individuals to be well-behaved, and to be models of good behavior for society.”20 Nor did Phra Mai
encourage Pan to follow prescriptive behaviors or avoid proscriptive ones outlined in the Vinaya or other
texts simply because they are rules. That is, he did not list pertinent rules of the monastic code of
disciplines and tell Pan he should follow them because they are derived from the Pali canon.21
Instead, Phra Mai directed Pan to imagine some laypeople walking by or being present. With
these imagined laypeople raised in his mind, Phra Mai directed Pan to further imagine how they would
think, feel, and react to his presence. By imagining how they would feel, Pan would be able to adjust his
bodily behavior in such a way to ensure those feelings were positive ones. Phra Mai connected ideal
behavior to how he thought laypeople might emotionally react.
Imagining laypersons—what I call the “imagined laity”—was more than a pedagogical tool to
train new novices and monks in Namsai. It was an organizing concept drawn upon by monastics to
explain norms of monastic behavior and a heuristic for knowing how to act in a given situation. Beyond
this example, imagined laity powerfully influenced monastics’ behavior during my fieldwork in northern
Thailand. Time and again monks and novices judged their behavior by imagining that laypeople were
present and how they might respond to such behavior. Apart from using imagined laity in training newly
ordained novices such as Pan to act in particular ways, monks conjured imagined laity when talking
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among themselves and when talking with me both when I was a foreign, lay researcher and during the
nine months in which I was an ordained monk.
As discussed above, imagining others (e.g., members of an out-group) and how they perceive
oneself can impact one’s identity and sense of belonging to an in-group. Thus, imagined laity served a
dual role for the monastic community I knew in northern Thailand. First, it shaped monastic behavior in a
way similar to an appeal to the Vinaya, or monastic rules, for directing behavior. Rather than appeal to
texts or interpretations of texts to decide what the correct way to act was for monastics, appealing to an
imagined layperson and his or her affective reaction to a monk’s behavior helped monastics know how to
act in a given situation. Second, imagined laity worked to strengthen monastic self-identification with the
Sangha by rendering laity as an other that made monastics’ sense of belonging more salient. Such a sense
of belonging led them to perform face-work to portray a positive image. In maintaining their image by
performing their monastic duties according to the expectations of an imagined laity, monastics were—to
paraphrase Goffman—establishing a favorable definition of their service being a field of merit.

Reconciling Textual & Social Influences on Monastic
Behavior
Social scientists working in Buddhist contexts have long demonstrated how social theory can
illuminate the ways in which Buddhists understand and practice their religion. An overriding theme in
this discussion has been the extent to which Buddhist philosophical concepts and ethical tenets outlined in
traditional texts are taken up, used, and understood by everyday Buddhists. In terms of monastic behavior,
this has often meant a comparison between what canonical texts like the Vinaya say monks should do and
how actual monks in Buddhist societies really act. Thus, understanding the reproduction and change of
Buddhist beliefs and practices has often been framed as a dialectic between ideals expressed in texts and
the reality of complex, modern life. That is, there are certain ideals that should be lived up to, but actual
beliefs and practices in the real world do not correspond exactly with the ideals.
Mel Spiro, for instance, proposed separating out two goals of Buddhism. While trying to avoid
reducing religions to “primarily classification systems,” he ultimately laid out two kinds of Buddhism in
7
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Burma.22 First was “nibbanic” Buddhism with its emphasis on the soteriological goal of enlightenment
and the monastic virtuosos who strived towards it by rejecting the physical world. Second was
“kammatic” Buddhism, which was more concerned with worldly affairs, not transcending them.
Kammatic Buddhism was the purview of most contemporary Buddhist laity and ordinary village
monastics whose ordination was more for the good merit associated with the ritual than striving towards
enlightenment in this lifetime. It also represented a “doctrinal shift” for Spiro.23 That is, while nibbanic
Buddhism was the ideal form of the religion presented in texts, the way actual Buddhists practiced—
including monastics and their ascetic disciplines—did not align with this ideal; the discrepancy between
the two is what led Burmese Buddhists to understand and practice the religion as Spiro described it.
This theoretical distinction between nibbanic and kammatic Buddhisms has consequences for
understanding monastic behavior. According to Spiro’s framework, nibbanic virtuosos would practice
according to the texts, the best guides for reaching the ultimate goal of nibbana. Monastics within
kammatic Buddhism, though, would focus on whatever practices generated the most merit, regardless of
any textual basis. Maximizing their own and the laity’s good kamma would be the goal. Such a division,
Spiro reasoned, resulted from educational differences. As he put it: “The essentially medieval world view
which informs the peasant mentality—with its spirits and demons, miracles and magic, animism and
supernaturalism—similarly informs the mentality of the monk.”24 Spiro’s distinction between two
Buddhisms explained discrepancies between the ideal and the real, between what texts and experts said
about how monks should act and how monastics—and laity—actually acted in everyday village life.
While Spiro’s framework of two Buddhisms has been widely critiqued,25 the idea remains that
there is a purer Buddhism that people follow with soteriological goals in mind and a more common
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Buddhism that people follow to have a better, easier life.26 Scholars continue to organize their analyses
around dichotomies such as “worldly” and “other-worldly” concerns. Take, for instance, the
anthropologist Pattana Kitiarsa and his work on Thai Buddhism. Pattana drew a distinction between
textually based “traditional” Buddhism and “popular” Buddhism.27 The latter kept religion relevant in
people’s lives, addressing worldly concerns, and easily adapted to changes from globalization,
urbanization, etc. Through these changes, which Pattana saw as leading to “hybridization,” popular
Buddhism took on the beliefs and practices of neighboring religious traditions. Such local traditions
included animism, supernaturalism, Chinese Buddhism, and Indian Brahmanism. These practices made
religion relevant to people’s pressing worldly concerns such as money, health, or love. Popular Buddhism
deviated from the ideal soteriological goals of “traditional” Buddhism even if it drew on some elements of
it.
Such a distinction between traditional and popular Buddhisms also shapes the understanding of
monastics, their behavior, and how they approach their ascetic rules. Namely, a dichotomy of Buddhisms
would suggest a dichotomy of monastics: those who are more focused on the texts of traditional
Buddhism and what the texts promulgate concerning their ascetic practices compared to those who are
more focused on the popular Buddhist practices like spirit mediumship28 or amulets. A monastic’s
position on the plane of ideal/other-worldly versus real/worldly orientations is a function of his29
commitment to traditional or popular Buddhism. A monk who aligns his ascetic practices more with
traditional Buddhism would act in ways that demonstrate his commitment to the ideal goals of
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enlightenment and not committed to worldly concerns like material wealth and the supposed rampant
consumerism affecting popular Buddhism. Conversely, a monk who aligns his practices to worldly
concerns of popular Buddhism—what Michael Carrithers termed a “village priest”30—would act in ways
that demonstrate his commitment to laypeople’s merit-making activities. Such a theory of monastic
practice would suggest that there are monks who are concerned with the Vinaya and its rules as they are
written and those who pay little heed to the formal canon when determining their actions.
More recently scholars have complicated such simplistic dichotomies like traditional/popular. For
instance, Anne Blackburn has expanded the notion of what texts constitute the textual tradition of
Buddhism: The “practical canon”—stories, texts, etc. that are not part of the “formal canon” of the Pali
canon texts—can be just as important, if not more important, in shaping the beliefs and practices of a
religious community.31 Others have complicated the notion that local village monastics are disconnected
from the larger global processes that shape their practices.32
Within the Thai context, Justin McDaniel has demonstrated that Lan Na texts continue to
influence northern Thai Buddhism. They do so even after modern attempts to bring the northern Thai
Sangha under the control of the central Thai government and its state-sponsored, “traditional” Buddhism
based on the “formal canon.”33 McDaniel and other scholars discussed above have challenged us to
reconsider such a simple bifurcation of an ideal Buddhism rooted in texts that has its aims in otherworldly goals and a real Buddhism practiced by the common person that has as its aim worldly pursuits.
Moreover, McDaniel has shown how monastics and their actions need not fit into one or the other but that
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monks may blur the line between ideal, textual Buddhism and the supernatural aspects of Buddhism.34
Similarly, recent scholars have emphasized the need to look at the everyday experiences of Buddhist
monastics and laypeople.35 Doing so moves beyond an assumption that the study of religion needs to
focus on texts and the experts who study and embody the texts’ ideals.
Moving away from the study of how monastics do or do not practice according to texts has
allowed for the study of other sources that influence monastic life. Jeffrey Samuels, for instance, has
demonstrated how the maintenance of positive affect among newly ordained novices and their families
shaped a monastic community in Sri Lanka.36 Besides elaborating on the seemingly “worldly” function of
monasticism,37 such work has illuminated the complex relationship between the monastic and lay
communities.
In my own fieldwork in rural northern Thailand, I encountered similar affective concerns,
especially when it came to issues of eating after midday and sports.38 As in Samuels’ case, the novices—
and some monks—I knew would often have a meal in the evening. Many of the monasteries had semihidden, cleared fields they would use for playing soccer, takraw, badminton, or other sports out of view
from the main areas of the temple. Monastics’ discourse around these practices was often framed in terms
of potential affective consequences. They were worried that if laypeople who were unfamiliar with their
monastic community saw them eating supper or playing sports, the laypeople would feel hurt.39
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Alternatively, looking neat and tidy in their robes or chanting soothingly were seen as leading to positive
affect among laity.
The case above of Phra Mai training Pan similarly demonstrates a concern with laity’s feelings.
Yet the lack of actual laypeople present whose feelings they need to be concerned about points to
something more going on. Namely, Phra Mai was encouraging Pan to imagine a lay community and how
these imagined laity would affectively react to their behavior. In this case, Pan was encouraged to imagine
how laity would affectively react to the ways in which he sat, bowed, and stood. Affect remained
important. The imagined laity’s potential merit gained by seeing Pan behaving in an aesthetically pleasing
way was rooted in their positive affect spurred by seeing a properly behaving novice.
In the remainder of this article, I further explore how monastics in Namsai constructed an
imagined laity, drawing on their conceptions of laity to steer their behavior. In so doing, they constructed
a monastic in-group with which they identified that was defined against an imagined laity as an outgroup. Such a focus on laypeople’s feelings and merit-making activities may suggest these monks were
little concerned with the Vinaya and its injunctions on monastic behavior. That is, such “village priests”
in Namsai would be concerned with maximizing what they considered good merit. Their concerns would
differ from monastic virtuosos who practice according to the Vinaya, regardless of the laity’s feelings.
However, the monastic community of Namsai was concerned with the Vinaya. Additionally, an imagined
lay community and its presumed reactions to the monastic community was another way behavior was
regulated in Namsai. What is of particular interest here—and why Goffman’s theories on face-work and
the social management of expectations are particularly helpful—is that prior work on the interactional
production of norms of monastic behavior (e.g., Samuels) largely focused on actual interactions between
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lay and monastic communities. But the example of Phra Mai shows that, even out of view of laity,
monastics may continue to regulate their behavior according to what they presume the laity’s expectations
to be.

The Field Site
The research for this article began as a study of how the institution of Buddhist monasticism in
Thailand shaped boys to be particular kinds of moral adult men. I began preliminary fieldwork in 2010,
traveling around northern Thailand for a month interviewing abbots and monks about the kinds of boys
who became novices and how they tried to instruct them. In 2011, I stayed at Wat Namsai, the main
temple in the district I call Namsai for three months, teaching English to the monks and novices who
attended school at the temple. Staying on the temple grounds allowed me to better observe the day-to-day
lives of the monastics both when there were a lot of laity around for a ceremony and late at night when
there were only a few laypeople around. From 2012 to 2014, I conducted long-term fieldwork, continuing
to focus primarily on Wat Namsai and surrounding temples. I occasionally visited other temples across
northern Thailand, villages where the monks and novices I knew came from, and government and private
secondary schools. This range of sites allowed me to better understand the broader context, including
people’s concerns about the moral and masculine development of boys.
During my extended fieldwork, I was ordained as a monk temporarily for nine months, staying at
Wat Doi Thong, a smaller temple than Wat Namsai. Besides myself, there were three monks and 14
novices who lived at Wat Doi Thong. One of the monks and all the novices attended school at Wat
Namsai along with the other monastic students in the area. Of the novices, six came from Karen villages
in the district of Om Goi to the west of Chiang Mai, four came from Karen villages in Tak province near
the western Thai-Myanmar border, and four came from Shan villages in Wiang Haeng on the northern
Thai-Myanmar border. They all had attended primary school in their home villages and then decided to
become novices in order to continue their secondary education for free at a temple school, a common
occurrence in Thailand. Most would end up leaving monasticism after finishing their secondary
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schooling. Some would continue their education, getting a bachelor’s or master’s degree as a monk before
disrobing and returning to lay life. Even fewer would remain as monastics for their entire lives.
A number of lay families who lived in the area supported Wat Doi Thong. A typical weekly
Buddhist day (wan phra) was attended by about 10 core lay supporters. Larger ceremonies at the temple
attracted many more participants. Some lay families who helped support Wat Doi Thong had deep roots
in the area and worked as farmers, day laborers, entrepreneurs, or police officers. Other families were
newer arrivals to the area from other parts of Thailand such as the central and southern regions. They
often came as civil servants to work at a nearby government facility. Such regional diversity meant the
monks and novices at Wat Doi Thong often did not know the expectations lay supporters had when it
came to monastic behavior.
Being temporarily ordained as a monk at the smaller temple of Wat Doi Thong, which had a core
group of lay supporters while also attracting some non-regulars from the city of Chiang Mai or elsewhere,
allowed me to observe and discuss with monastics their wide range of encounters with laity. While I was
always marked as the farang (Western) monk, which often shaped my interactions with other monastics
and laity, the opportunity did allow me to observe a range of interactions among monastics and between
monastic and lay individuals. Familiarity was a key factor in shaping how the monks and novices at Wat
Doi Thong interacted with laity: the monastics were often much more lax in following the rules of the
Vinaya when they were around other monastics and familiar laity than they were around laity with whom
they were less familiar.
Yet, as I began to notice, there were many instances in which even outside the presence of any
laity, the monastic communities of Wat Doi Thong and other temples acted or talked about the need to act
as though laity were present. Regardless of how actual laity interacted with the monastics, such imagined
laity shaped how monks and novices acted. Imagined laity were not a subgroup of laity. They were a
heuristic, a stereotypical group monastics used to reflect upon.
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Constructing Imagined Laity
When imagining laity, monastics I knew assumed laypeople had both very rigid and very high
expectations of monastics. As one abbot put it when describing how he felt that he had to be careful of the
way he spoke, being sure to not say something that might be considered vulgar: Laypeople, he explained,
have very “high hopes” (khwamwang sung) when it comes to monks’ behavior. “Monks don’t want to
shatter their hopes,” he said, “which would make them [the laity] uncomfortable. Many monks … are
afraid of hurting the laity’s feelings and hopes.” Whether or not laypeople actually had such high hopes
was irrelevant. Instead, the very possibility that there might be a layperson who would feel disappointed
by a monastic’s actions guided their behavior.
While we have seen with the case of Phra Mai and Pan above how imagined laity may be brought
to mind by monks early in the novices’ training, how does imagining laity’s expectations shape and
reinforce monastics’ in-group identity? Presently, I describe four cases from my fieldwork to address this
question. The first case explores why monastics see it as important to imagine laity and their expectations
because they inform the monastics on how to behave. The second case is about how older monks socialize
younger novices into the importance of imagining laity. The third case explores how novices practice
imagining laity among themselves. The final case looks at an example that flips the usual script of laity
having high expectations, demonstrating how monastics may also imagine laity who are more flexible in
their expectations of monastics.

The Importance of Imagined Laity’s Expectations
Monks I knew often thought laity had high expectations of them and how they should behave.
They were also keenly aware, though, that these expectations did not always align with monastic rules
according to the Vinaya. Monks often pointed out that laypeople were not very knowledgeable about the
monastic rules. To paraphrase what Phra Mai told a classroom of newly ordained novices in their Vinaya
class: It’s good the laity do not study the Vinaya, otherwise they would be able to point out all the
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monastics’ mistakes. As such, they needed to devise a way to know how to act in these situations where
what laity expected of them differed from what they read about the monastic rules.
To get a sense of how monastics handled lay expectations, I spoke with monks about how they
viewed their rules compared to how they thought their lay supporters perceived the rules. A discussion I
had with a 64-year-old abbot of a temple near to Wat Doi Thong exemplified the responses I often
received. He had been ordained as a novice when he was 12 years old. Our conversation touched on
monastics’ need to balance their interpretations of the Vinaya’s precepts with laypeople’s understandings
of the Vinaya’s rules. The abbot reiterated the importance of monastics looking and acting a certain way:
A bad monk—his robes untidy, not speaking nicely—you listen to him; it’s unpleasant sounding. So,
when someone comes to listen to this monk—when someone comes and sees how this monk looks—
faithfulness [sattha] will not arise. It will not arise for laity who come and see [this monk].
Therefore, we monks must protect the Sekhiya rules. It doesn’t matter if we’re in the temple or in the
village. It doesn’t matter if we’re walking, lying down, or sitting. It doesn’t matter what posture
we’re in. Monks must be neat and tidy because we must be an example for people to come and see
that monks are neat and tidy.
The abbot explicitly connects the need to look tidy to the Sekhiya rules, the 75 training rules of
the Vinaya that largely deal with how monastics should comport their bodies while sitting, standing,
walking, or eating. To not follow any of the Sekhiya rules risks disappointing laity and thereby
jeopardizing their support. This concern the abbot expresses here mirrors that of Phra Mai from above.
While Phra Mai emphasized the importance of looking nice to foster positive feelings in passing laity, the
abbot here emphasizes the danger of looking untidy: positive feelings will not arise for laity and they will
lose faith in Buddhism. As such, he echoed the Vinaya’s injunction for monks to act in a way that would
foster faith in Buddhism.
The emphasis the abbot places on the Sekhiya rules compared to other portions of the Vinaya—in
our discussion he did not bring up more major rules such as the Pārājika or Saṅghādisesa—demonstrates
how he and most monastics thought about laity’s approach to the monastic rules. The need to look and act
a certain way in everyday interactions, which are behaviors addressed in the Sekhiya rules, were of
paramount importance. The other rules, by contrast, were typically not as pressing in their everyday lives.
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Monastic informants who had been ordained for several years often made clear distinctions
between those rules that “could not be fixed” (kae mai dai; i.e., the Pārājika rules) and those that “could
be fixed” (kae dai; i.e., the remaining rules). Among these latter fixable rules, they further delineated
those that were “difficult to fix” (kae yak; e.g., the Saṅghādisesa rules, which require major actions by the
Sangha to correct the offense) and those that were “easy to fix” (kae ngai; e.g., the Pācittiya rules, which
simply require being confessed). When I mentioned such divisions to lay informants, they were often
surprised monastics would make such distinctions. To them, monastics should abide by all their rules
equally. While not all laity felt this way, this expectation of following the Sekhiya rules just as strictly as
any other rules may have weighed on the abbot’s mind as he stressed the importance of following the
Sekhiya rules and thereby appearing proper and neat. Imagining that the laity held all rules of the Vinaya
as being equally important meant the more minor Sekhiya rules held increased importance, especially as
they emphasized monastics’ need to comport their bodily behavior in ways that would be aesthetically
pleasing to lay onlookers.
The importance of imagined laity holding high expectations concerning the Sekhiya rules
extended beyond just the monks. As we continued our discussion, we talked about how novices needed to
be just as adamant in their adherence to these rules as the older monks, although there might be greater
flexibility allowed for novices:
Me: I think now that I’ve seen the novices’ lives, some novices have learned that if they secretly
break a rule and no laity see it, then it’s not a problem. For instance, eating—I know that in northern
Thailand monks and novices will often eat in the evening. However, now there might be laity from
other regions who do not know that monks and novices in northern Thailand eat supper. Monks may
teach novices that if they eat, they must eat secretly so that laity don’t see. I’m not sure if novices
learn like this then they will also break the Sekhiya rules so long as laity don’t see because it’s OK
they do this. What do you think?
Abbot: Young novices still have little patience, so we have to bend [anulom] somethings. However,
they have to keep the Sekhiya rules. In the Vinaya, we can bend things when we’re sick. [For
example,] we can eat at the wrong time [wikan]—whether a monk or a novice—specifically if we’re
unwell. But if we go elsewhere, somewhere where laity can’t see, and eat [at the wrong time], then
it’s unnecessary. It’s inappropriate; it breaks the Sekhiya rules. Such novices break their precepts.
There are a couple key points here. First, the notion that novices should practice the Sekhiya rules
on top of their standard 10 precepts is commonly held throughout Thailand. The abbot reinforces this
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position by saying that unless ill or some other reason they are unable to follow them, novices should
abide by these rules just as monks should. Although novices may have less patience and ability to live
according to the rules, they should still strive to do so. Second, the abbot suggests that monastics who fail
to follow a Sekhiya rule break their precepts regardless of whether or not laity see them. Such a statement
would seem to counter his earlier statement (as well as Phra Mai’s above) that it is laity’s reaction to
behaviors and their potential loss of faith that are paramount in determining how to act. Here he appeals
to the Vinaya as the arbiter of the right and wrong ways for monastics to act.
Yet, at the same time, he concedes that “we have to bend something.” The question, then, is what
are they bending exactly and towards what? Are they bending rules towards their needs or trying to bend
laity’s expectations towards their own understanding of the rules? Furthermore, who determines when
these things can be bent or not? He gives the example of being ill as a circumstance in which the rules can
be bent. That is, rules can be bent in situations where monks’ health or safety is in jeopardy.40 Laity’s
expectations may also bend monastics’ rules. When it comes to living up to the laity’s expectations,
monastics may need to speak, sit, move, and comport their bodies in particular ways regardless of what
any Vinaya rules strictly dictate. For example, some laywomen in Thailand think it is against the monks’
rules for them to directly offer something to a monk, needing to place it on a piece of cloth or something
else being held by the monk. As such, Thai monks often carry around an extra piece of cloth (pha
prakhen) for such circumstances. Doing so makes laity feel comfortable, ideally raising their faith in
Buddhism and the Sangha. The face-work of positively portraying the monastic community is the guiding
rule in such instances.
The abbot and I discussed other circumstances involving laity’s presumed expectations that bent
how monastics approached their rules:
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I use “bend” here, following my translation of the word the abbot used (anulom) to describe what they are doing. In
Thai, anulom can mean to compromise, adapt, bend, or yield. I mean to point to circumstances—such as being ill—in
which monks’ rules are adapted from those rules for healthy monks under normal circumstances.
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Me: Laity may have high expectations about the Vinaya, but monastics may have different opinions
about the Vinaya from the laity. I’m interested in how there can be a good relationship between
monastics and laity if they have different opinions about the Vinaya.
…
Abbot: The laity haven’t studied the Vinaya. When monks don’t work, dig, cut the grass, or plant
trees, the laity criticize [the monks]. But if monks do too much, it breaks the Vinaya. It’s an offense
[phit pen abat]. This offense, however, is a small offense. So, monastics must do some work so as to
prevent the worldly fault [lokwatcha] that is an untidy temple. Presently monks must work, clean,
sweep leaves, and cut grass so that the area is not untidy…. Laity today are not like the laity of the
past. In the past, laity came to the temple to clean and do this and that…. Monks receive money from
laity who offer it…. In the past, they didn’t give it to monks to carry because they walked
everywhere. It didn’t matter if they were carrying one or two kilograms [of stuff] or ten. Monks had
to walk. But now there are monks who can’t walk that much. When monks ride the bus or hire a
driver, they have to carry the fare. If they don’t have it, they can’t ride. They can’t go, [but] it’s the
duty of monks [to go]. So they have to accept money. It’s normal. But we can’t accept too much; it’s
dangerous.
The abbot here begins by constructing distinctions between the lay and monastic communities
around how they think about the Vinaya. For him, the laity he has imagined do not know the details of the
monastic rules, yet they have strongly held expectations of what monks are supposed to be doing and are
willing to criticize monks for not living up to those expectations. This is particularly evident for the abbot
in issues involving rules in the Vinaya about digging soil, the destruction of plant life, and handling
money. The expectation imagined laity have of temples looking clean, tidy, and beautiful mixed with their
unawareness of specific rules overrules the requirement for monastics to not destroy plant life.41
Similarly, the current realities of modern life in northern Thailand, in which monks need to travel but are
unable to travel the distances required in the time given, means monastics need to handle money to
arrange transportation. Imagining laity’s potential criticism of monks for not showing up to an event
outweighs the prohibition of handling money.
By imagining how laity might respond to a certain set of circumstances, the abbot delineates how
monastics should act in each particular situation. The influence of the imagined laity affects how he
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According to our conversation, it appears the abbot considers an untidy temple that results from monastics not cleaning
to constitute a lokwatcha (Pali: lokavajja), an offense according to common opinion. Petra Kieffer-Pülz has pointed out to
me (personal communication, June 1, 2018) that lokavajja offenses are discussed in the Vinaya commentarial literature
and refer to more serious violations commonly seen as offenses like murder or theft. It would seem the abbot may be using
lokavajja differently to refer to rules that emerge out of laypeople’s expectations.
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thinks and talks about the Vinaya and the need for both monks and novices to abide by their rules. At the
same time, such discourse recreates and reinforces group distinctions between the lay and monastic
communities. As a member of the monastic in-group, the abbot defines his membership in this group by
contrasting how they must approach their rules, balancing those in the text of the Vinaya and those that
are social expectations, with how he imagines laypeople approach the monastic rules. Having been a
novice and then a monk for a total of over 50 years, he has had significant time to solidify his image of
the laity’s expectations. The younger novices who have been ordained recently have yet to construct a
sense of the imagined laity’s expectations and come to see themselves as belonging to a group whose
actions are largely defined by these expectations.

Novices Learning to Imagine Laity
As we saw above with Phra Mai, there is a good degree of training novices must go through to
learn what the imagined laity’s expectations are and how to adjust their behavior accordingly. While I
was a monk at Wat Doi Thong, Phra Udom, the abbot of the temple, spent a great deal of time lecturing,
cajoling, and urging the novices—as well as newer monks like myself—to construct a model of what laity
expected of them and adjust accordingly. There were frequent opportunities in day-to-day life for novices
to learn how exactly to imagine laity.
Such a case arose toward the end of 2013 when a man from the city of Chiang Mai, who was not
a regular supporter of Wat Doi Thong, decided he wanted to be ordained for a couple of weeks. He was in
his 30s and had not yet been ordained. In Thailand it is customary for a young man to be ordained at some
point before marriage. It may be for a few days when a relative such as a grandparent or parent passes
away, or it may be for a few weeks or few months during the three-month rains retreat (phansa). As this
man had been in his career for several years and was finally able to take some time off from work, he
decided to use this time to become a monk. He wanted to be at a temple that was more removed from the
city and, thus, quieter than urban temples, so he came to Wat Doi Thong having heard about it from a
friend.
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As he was not familiar with the monastic community at Wat Doi Thong or in Namsai more
broadly, Phra Udom was unsure about his expectations for monastic life or how he thought about the need
for monastics to follow their rules strictly. In particular, Phra Udom was unsure how he felt about novices
eating in the evening, which the novices of Wat Doi Thong were wont to do. Being unsure, Phra Udom
defaulted to the assumption that he would be disappointed to see that the novices were not abiding by
their precepts. Not knowing the man’s expectations, Phra Udom drew on an imagined laity to know what
the man’s expectations might be.
Not used to having to hide their evening meals, the novices were instructed by Phra Udom on
what they needed to do. In the process, he encouraged them to imagine laity’s expectations themselves.
During the two weeks this man ordained, Phra Udom told the novices they could only drink milk in the
afternoons—no snacking on foods—and if they wanted to have an evening meal, then they would have to
go to one of the novice’s rooms which was in a far corner of the temple’s grounds and use an electric
kettle to boil water for ramen noodles lest the temporarily ordained man see them. This man would be a
monk for two weeks under the impression that the monastics at Wat Doi Thong never ate supper.
Apart from reinforcing the layman’s expectations of monastic behavior, such situations also
reinforced for the novices the idea that they needed to imagine how others may react to their actions and
adjust accordingly. The man’s short stint of only two weeks as a monk and the fact that he was not from
the immediate area rendered him more of a layperson than a monastic. He was never fully incorporated
into the in-group of the Namsai monastic community. Instead, his presence presented the novices with an
opportunity to construct an image of laity that has certain expectations of them, such as not eating after
midday, and how not to act in ways that, as the abbot interviewed above suggested, would lead laity to
lose faith in Buddhism.
At the same time the novices were learning to imagine laity, such situations reinforced their ingroup identity as monastics. During the two weeks the man was ordained, I was staying at another temple.
When I returned and spoke with the novices about their experience with him, Som, a 17-year-old novice,
laughingly recalled how after the evening chanting was done several of the novices would head to the
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small hut on the edge of the temple grounds where one of the novices lived. Cramming into a room
designed for one person, they boiled water and made ramen noodles. Som described how the temporary
monk they were hiding from was probably confused as to why several of the novices disappeared for an
hour every evening, but he was confident the man never caught on to what they were doing. Som and the
other novices expressed how they were relieved when he disrobed because it meant they could return to
having a fuller supper of rice, vegetables, and fried eggs. Their sneaking away for covert eating, though,
allowed them to strengthen their group cohesion and define themselves as longer-term monastics who
needed to imagine what the out-group of laity—even those who would temporarily ordain for a few days
or weeks—would expect of them and act accordingly.

Novices Practicing Imagining Laity
Learning to imagine laity and their potential reactions was not a one-time occurrence, and it did
not always require an older monk present to remind younger novices to keep in mind how a layperson
may feel about their behavior. Imagining laity was something novices practiced in their everyday lives
among one another. Such practice among novices often involved playing jokes on one another. Scholars
have noted the importance of play, joking, and teasing in learning social rules,42 language development,43
and identity development, especially when it comes to norms about gender.44 As a newly ordained monk,
having been ordained shortly after most of the novices at Wat Doi Thong, I was sometimes included in
these spontaneous practice sessions.
A few weeks after I had been ordained, I was walking with Chai, a 14-year-old novice from Tak
province who had been ordained as a novice a little over a year prior. We were heading back to the temple
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along the gravel road that branched off the paved main road. We were going to turn on the water pump
that provided water to the temple from a canal that ran parallel to the main road. As we wound around a
bend in the gravel road that led to the temple—and out of sight of any laity traveling on the road—Chai
began to play a joke on me. Walking behind me, he put his hands on my back. He began running, pushing
me forward and forcing me to run, too. “You broke the rules!” he exclaimed triumphantly, drawing on the
notion that a monk running was aesthetically unpleasing, not neat and tidy as a monk should be, and
therefore an act that would disappoint any on-looking laity. Given the connection monastics made
between lay expectations and monastic rules, Chai interpreted the visually unpleasing image of a monk
running as meaning running is against the monastic rules. I contested that there was no explicit
proscription against monks running. However, Chai paid no attention to my objection; the fact that a
running monk did not look proper to laity was enough for him to consider it a transgression.
As we continued up the path, another novice, Big, joined in on the joke. Pretending to be me and
pretending there were laity around who saw me “run,” Big said emphatically, “It was necessary! It was
necessary [that I run]!” By going along with the joke, Big reinforced the specter of imagined laity whose
presence and whose expectations determined what constituted breaking a monastic rule or not. Going a
step further, Big elaborated on imagined laity’s expectations by providing space in which monastics could
mitigate the potential negative consequences of breaking these expectations. In claiming that there was
some circumstance that rendered it necessary to run, Big opened up the possibility for circumventing this
monastic “rule” as determined by imagined laity, putting into practice the similar notion described by the
abbot above in our conversation. Just as monks might have to break their rules by handling money to
fulfill their duty, they might also have to run to fulfill another, more pressing duty.
Big’s appeal to necessity in this imagined situation drew on interactions with actual laity,
particularly laity who spent a good deal of time around monastics. For instance, in discussions I had with
most of the lay teachers at the novices’ school, they described how they thought it was acceptable for
novices to eat after midday and to play sports—two things many laity, and particularly imagined laity,
would not approve of—because the novices were adolescents and still growing. The physical and mental
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changes the novices were going through made it necessary for them to eat supper and exercise regularly,
according to these lay informants. Taking this notion of necessity, Big, Chai, and I reworked and applied
it to our pretend situation of laity seeing me run. Imagined laity would feel disheartened and potentially
lose faith in the Sangha and Buddhism by seeing a monk run. However, if we could have convinced these
imagined laity that there was some circumstantial necessity for my running, then they might not have felt
bad and, therefore, I would not have broken an assumed monastic rule. The hypothetical nature of this
situation provided the novices the opportunity to reinforce for themselves the necessity of performing
face-work when in the presence of actual laity whose expectations may not be known.
As in the case above with the novices surreptitiously eating supper, these instances of conjuring
imagined laity while playing pranks on one another also reinforced the novices’ in-group identities.
Continuing on the topic of monastic rules, Chai asked me, “How many days was it before you broke a
rule?” Recalling that a few weeks prior I had covertly driven myself and Phra Udom in the school truck to
a nearby temple (I describe this incident in greater detail below), I told them it was about a week after
being ordained that I first broke a rule. “A week!” Chai exclaimed, “I went 30 days before breaking any
rule.” Big, though, explained that of course Chai had not broken any rules the first month he was a
novice. “[Chai] ordained during the summer camp,” Big said, “They’re much stricter about following the
rules during that [camp].”
The camp Big and Chai refer to is the “novice summer camp” (khrongkan buat sammanen phak
rueduron), which is held annually in many districts throughout Thailand, including Namsai. It is an
opportunity for boys to ordain for a few weeks during their summer break from school. While most
disrobe after the camp ends and return to their lay lives, some such as Big, Chai, and the other novices at
Wat Doi Thong stay on to complete their secondary education. At these camps, novices are taught to
follow their monastic rules strictly.45
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In asking when I first broke a rule and then comparing the lengths of time among us, the novices
and I were making the assumption that monastics breaking rules was inevitable. While those who were
ordained for a few weeks may be able to abide by all the expectations laity have, eventually all monastics
will break some rule. This inevitability ran counter to imagined laity’s expectation that monastics would
refrain from breaking any rules unless unavoidably necessary. By forcing me to run and thereby break an
expectation, Chai incorporated me into his notion of monastics who should perform their monastic duties
neatly and properly in accordance with lay expectations but who inevitably also break the rules. As such,
these small, everyday interactions among monastics allowed them to reproduce and play with notions of
laypeople’s expectations. This play both reinforced the image of imagined laity and fostered unity and
camaraderie among the monastics. They were able to joke and tease one another because they had a
shared model of what laypeople expected of them as they skirted around and played with the boundary of
these expectations.

Imagining Laity as Being Familiar
While imagining laity often worked to distinguish the lay community from the monastic
community, there were also instances in which monastics imagined laity in a way that rendered them
familiar with the monastic community. As such, they would hold lower expectations of how monks
should act. Just as imagined laity may have encouraged monastics to adjust their behavior to be in line
with imagined laity’s expectations, the imagined laity may also have been drawn upon to justify
circumscribing rules and expectations. We have already seen this function of imagined laity in the case
above where Big elicits the claim of necessity to mitigate an imagined layperson’s discomfort with seeing
a monk running. Here I elaborate on this process by describing in more detail the case of driving while a
monk mentioned briefly above.
A couple weeks after being ordained I helped out at a meditation workshop being held at Wat
Namsai, the main district temple, for school teachers in the area. Phra Udom, the abbot of Wat Doi
Thong, and I had to travel from Wat Doi Thong to Wat Namsai every morning at four o’clock, at which
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time the workshop attendees awoke for morning meditation and chanting led by the monks. Not wanting
to make a layperson get up even earlier and travel out of his or her way to pick us up, we decided to drive
ourselves.
Monastic informants often grappled with making requests of laity. In instances such as this,
monks would say they needed to krengchai yom, that is, be overly considerate of the laity (krengchai
means to be considerate of others’ time, feelings, or resources, and yom is how monastics refer to
laypeople). Monks were reluctant to impose responsibilities on the laity. While the monastic community
relied on a lot of help and support from the laity, the amount of support they gave could be a source of
stress for monastics. Not being a burden on laity, possibly making them resent helping monastics or
dislike Buddhism, was an important underlying principle within the monastic community. Thus, imagined
laity’s expectations were a double-edged sword: they expected strict adherence to what they believed to
be monastic rules and, at the same time, they should not be overly burdened with helping the monastic
community meet those obligations. Learning to krengchai, to be very considerate of the laity’s time and
resources, was an important skill for young monks and novices to develop; a skill that older monks often
tried to instill in younger monastics.
Because many people in Thailand think that a monk who drives a vehicle breaks a monastic
precept, we had to be careful about driving ourselves those mornings of the workshop. As Phra Udom
was not skilled at driving a pick-up truck, the driving duty fell to me. We had devised the following plan
to avoid detection by the laity: Phra Udom and I would leave from Wat Doi Thong around three thirty in
the morning. We would drive to a nearby temple where a couple other monks helping at the workshop
stayed. Another one of the monks from this temple, who was not helping at the workshop, would drive all
of us to Wat Namsai, being sure to let us out away from and out of sight of the lay attendees of the
workshop before driving back to his temple. Parking at a distance would hopefully prevent any layperson
from seeing the monk driving.
In the darkness of the early morning on the second day of the workshop, I was driving out of Wat
Doi Thong. Just then a layman, who was eager to make some merit by helping transport us monks to the
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workshop, came driving up the road just as I was driving out. We both stopped and Phra Udom got out to
inform the layman that we would not be needing a ride, being careful not to divulge the fact that I was the
one driving. Getting back in the truck, the abbot directed me to drive on. Laughing a little, he told me not
to worry (probably telling himself this just as much as me). Surely the layman did not see me, a monk,
driving the truck as it was still dark at that early hour and the windows were tinted. Still, the abbot added,
even if he did see, we should not worry. Monks driving is a minor rule, he reminded me; some monks
even argued driving did not break any monastic rule so long as there was a necessary reason to drive.
Moreover, he imagined the layman was from the area, so he would probably know that monks sometimes
drive when they find it necessary. Because he would be familiar with this aspect of monasticism, Phra
Udom reassured me and himself that this encounter would not be a problem. Thus, imagining laity who
were familiar with the monastic community and the specific practices of northern Thai Buddhism
provided a heuristic through which Phra Udom and I could understand our behavior and how it might
have impacted the feelings of laypeople without ever fully determining the layman’s actual feelings.
Near the end of my time as a monk, there were several reports in news media of monks driving
vehicles, particularly in northern Thailand. Some Thais became upset at this news and the Chief
Superintendent of the Sangha in northern Thailand (chaokhanayai honnuea) issued a statement reminding
monks that they were not allowed to drive under any circumstance.46 Many monks I knew laughed at this
pronouncement. Sometimes, it was necessary for monks to drive, they reasoned, especially when it would
require laity to do more work for the temple and monastics. Yet, at the same time, they also knew that
some laity expected monks not to drive under any circumstance. As such, monastics’ imagined laity had
the expectation that monks would not drive but might make exceptions where it was necessary.47
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As this expectation was encouraged by the Thai state through higher level monks, we can see one
mechanism by which the state tried to impact monastic behavior: by setting actual laity’s expectations,
which monks tried to live up to. While some scholars have suggested that state-sponsored attempts at
influencing Buddhist practice in peripheral regions such as northern Thailand have largely been
unsuccessful,48 monastics in such regions did imagine laity who held expectations for monastic behavior
that were supported by state agencies. In the dynamic relations among monastics, the laity they imagined
existed, and actual laity, we can further see the relationship between monastics and the state and, as
Thomas Borchert has noted, “Buddhist monastics as social actors, within political structures, and
sometimes acting ‘politically,’ but not necessarily defined by politics.”49 I would suggest further research
is needed to look at how imagined laity act as a vector for the transmission of state-sponsored ideals of
monasticism to impact monastic behavior.

Conclusion
Steven Collins has suggested that monastics and laity “play out a form of socio-religious
theater”50 in which monastics are encouraged and often expected to accurately perform their ascetic
ideals.51 Such a dramaturgical approach to lay-monastic relations resonates with Goffman’s approach to
how individuals present and perform their “selves” on the stage of everyday life. The metaphor of
monastics performing Buddhism for laity suggests a division between being on-stage under the watchful
eye of laity and being off-stage in which one can be more relaxed, not worrying about how his
performance is being read. I have attempted to draw back the curtain a bit to show how monastics
construct and rehearse the performance of monasticism. Rather than a site where laity’s expectations can
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be ignored, the off-stage of monastic life is more like a dress rehearsal. There may not be actual laity
present, but the imagined audience of laity still exerts an influence. While monastics may circumvent
rules when they are not under the watchful eye of laity, imagining laity allows them to practice the facework they engage in. This work on- and off-stage helps solidify monastics’ sense of belonging to the
monastic community as they worked together on enacting the expectations they attributed to the lay outgroup.
The monks I knew in Namsai such as Phra Mai and Phra Udom were well-versed in the Pali
canon and the Vinaya, having studied it for many years with well-regarded teachers. And they often
imparted this knowledge to the younger novices and newly ordained monks they trained. At times Phra
Udom consulted older monks more well-versed in the Vinaya about particular rules.52 Yet such texts were
often not the main instrument for deciding how to enact their monastic role in their everyday lives.
Instead, they considered how laypeople may react to their actions. Not knowing how actual laity may
react, monastics thought about how some imagined layperson with very high expectations for
monastics—expectations that came from what the layperson thought was aesthetically pleasing, what he
or she assumed were rules in the Vinaya, and what the state and other actors had taught about how monks
should behave—would react to their actions. The monks were serious about the Vinaya. They were also
serious about fulfilling their monastic role by living up to laypeople’s expectations.
In the four cases presented above, I have tried to outline how monastics thought about imagined
laity in their day-to-day lives. The first case showed the importance of imagining laity: because laity did
not know the details of the Vinaya but expected monks and novices to act in certain ways, the monastic
community needed to imagine how laypeople would respond to know what to do. With the case of the
man temporarily being ordained at Wat Doi Thong, I showed how younger novices learned the
importance of imagining laity’s expectations when deciding when and where to eat. The third case of the
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novices Chai and Big playing a joke on me showed how novices, when just among themselves out of
view of any laity, continued to draw on the imagined laity to think about whether or not it was
permissible for a monk to run. Finally, the last case of Phra Udom’s reaction to me possibly being
discovered driving while a monk demonstrated how monks drew on an imagined laity and their possible
reaction to reconcile their transgressions. Throughout these cases, monastics adjusted and understood
their actions in a way that reinforced the distinction between monastic and lay communities.
When we think about how monastics approach their rules, we may often turn to what is written in
texts such as the Vinaya or texts outside the Pali canon that offer stories and advice on moral behavior
and how monastics should properly comport themselves. The ideals expressed in these texts, though, may
not always align with the lived realities of lay and monastic communities. As such, we may seek to
understand how the complexity of real lives and social realities shape monastic approaches to their rules.
Focusing on this space between the ideal and the real in this article, I have articulated how monastics
imagining lay observers and their ideals equally impact monastic behavior and their approaches to their
rules. Imagined laity, in addition to texts—formal and practical—and actual lay-monastic interactions, are
an important mechanism by which monastics regulate their behavior and think about what it means to live
according to monastic rules.
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